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MADHAV DESHPANDE 
P H O N E T I C S  O F  S H O R T  A IN S A N S K R I T  
1. Prof. K. C. Chat topadhyaya in his article 'Did P~.  ini Envisage 'A '  as a 
Close (sarhvrta) Vowel?'  [ Charudeva Shastri Felicitation Volume, Delhi, 1974, 
pp. 194-205 ;  henceforth: Chattopadhyaya (1974)] has dealt with the 
question of  short  a in P?mi'ni's system. His conclusion is that  the short a, like 
long ti and extralong ~3, was an open (viv.rta) sound for Pffa3. ini, and that  
K~ty~yana and Patafijali are wrong in holding that  the short a was a closed 
(sarhvrta) sound for him. In support  of  his thesis, K. C. Chat topadhyaya has 
adduced arguments from the text  of  the A.st~dhyayT, Pr~tig~khyas, Sik.s~s and 
Historical Linguistics. This is a very vital point  in the history of  Sanskrit 
language and in the history of  the P?mi. "nian tradition, and, therefore, I plan 
to discuss K. C. Chat topadhyaya 's  arguments in detail. With all respect for 
the great scholar, I beg to differ from his conclusions. I hope the following 
discussion will help restore the true explanation of  the sound a in P~aini's 
grammar. 
2. Before proceeding to examine K. C. Chat topadhyaya 's  arguments, let  us 
clearly understand the posit ion of  the P~.  inian tradition, z The tradition 
believes that  the sound a is a closed (sarhv.rta) sound, while ~ and ~3 are open 
(vivrta) sounds. In this context ,  the terms sarhvrta 'c losed'  and viv.rta 'open '  are 
used with reference to the size o f  the gap between the point  o f  articulation 
(sth~na) and the articulator (kara.na), and thus they refer to two types o f  
internal effort  (~bhyantara-prayatna). Thus the sounds a and ~ differ in their 
internal effort.  P~.nini defines the term savarna 'homogeneous '  in P.1.1.9 
(tuly~syaprayatnain sava rtTam). This rule says that two sounds are homo- 
geneous (savam. a) with each other, i f  they share the same point  of  articulation 
and internal effort. [I have independently treated problems of  defining and 
implementing the concept  of  homogeneity in Pff.ninian and non-P~.mnian 
grammars and the traditions of  the Pr~tis and Siks.~s in a forthcoming 
monograph. 2] Since a and d do not  share the same internal effort,  they 
cannot be called homogeneous with each other by P.I .1.9.  
1 See: Siddh~nta-kaumudion P.8.4.68, Vol. I., pp. 17-18, [publ. by Matilal 
Banarasidass, Delhi, 4th edn., 1961 ]. 
2 Madhav Deshpande, Critical Studies in Indian Grammarians, I, Theory of Homogeneity 
[savar.na], and its Historical Development, to be published soon by the Center of South 
and Southeast Asian Studies, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor. 
Indo-Iranian Journal 17 (1975) 195 -209. All Rights Reserved 
Copyright 9 1975 by D. Reidel Publishing Company, Dordrecht-#olland 
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P. 1.1.69 (an-udit savar.nasya cdpratyaya.h) says that an a-.N sound and a sound 
marked with U stands for itself and its homogeneous sounds, if it is not an affix. 
Thougha is an a- .Nsound, it would not be able to stand for g andd3. However, 
P~.nini wantsa to stand for d and d3. For that purpose, he needs to have all these to 
be savamas. In order that a and ~ should be savarn, a "homogeneous",  P~ in i  
pronounces a as an open sound within the sphere of  his grammar. The final 
rule of  his grammar, P.8.4.68 (a a) prescribes that open a be replaced by a 
closed a. This rule is asiddha "as if non-existent" for the rest of  the 
preceding grammar, but is siddha: "effective" for the expressions in the 
object language, the final output of P~nini's grammar. Thus, within the limits 
of  his grammar, this fictional open a is of  metalinguistic significance, while 
the fiction ends by P.8.4.68, and there is no open a in the object language. 3 
K. C. Chattopadhyaya thinks that P~nini himself did not have this concept o f  
closed a in the object language. His object language had an open a which was 
naturally homogeneous with d and d3. He thinks that the procedure described 
above is a creation of  K~tygyana and Patafijali or of  someone preceding them. 
3. The starting point of  K. C. Chattopadhyaya's argument is that the rule 
P.8.4.68 (a a) is no t  a genuine part of  the original Ast.~dhy?o,f, which, he 
thinks, ended with P.8.4.67 (nod~tta-svaritodayam a-gffrgya-k~w 
g6lavgn~m). In support of  his argument, Chattopadhyaya quotes Patafijali's 
discussions on P.1.1.1 and P. 1.3.1.4 In P.I .I .1 (v.rddhir ad-aic), the logical 
order of  words should have been ~td-aic v.rddhi.h, like P. 1.1.2 (ad-eh gu.na.h), 
i.e. the sounds to be given a designation should come first and then the 
designation. On this rule, Patafijali says that P~.nini changed the word order 
so that his grammar may begin with an auspicious word. s Patafijali, on 
P.1.3.1, makes a general observation that the S~stras should begin with an 
auspicious word; in the middle they should have an auspicious word, and 
they should end with an auspicious word. 6 With this background, 
Chattopadhyaya says: 7 
3 Deshpande (1972), pp. 230, 233. 
4 Chattopadhyaya (1974), pp. 196-7. 
s etad . . . . .  ekam hcTzryasya mahgal[trtham m.rsyatflm/mhhgalika. ,, . .~cTzrY~ mahatah sastraughasya'- 
mangalartharn vrddhi-sabdam adita.h prayunkte, This one [Irregular usage] of the 
teacher for the sake of auspicious [beginning] may be excused. The teacher with 
auspicious intentions uses the word vrddhi 'prosperity' in the beginning for the 
auspicious [opening] of the great tradition [lit. current, flow] of the w 
Mahflbh[~.sya on P.I.I.1, Vol. I., Sec.,I., p. 110. 
6 On P.'1.3.1 [bhftv~tdayo dh[ttava.h ], Patafijali says: mahgalTM{ni mahgala-madhyTmi 
rnahgalTmthni w i prathante, "The w are known to begin with an auspicious 
word, to contain an auspicious word in the middle and to end in an auspicious word." 
Mahhbhhsya, Vol. I., Sec. II., p. 111. 
7 Chattopadhyaya (1974),p. 197. 
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It is to be noted that P?mi. "ni has used here [in P.8.4.67] andhere alone the word udaya 
in place of the term para or uttara for what comes subsequently. The word udaya has 
been used in this sense in the Prati~akhyas. Udaya also means 'rise', 'prosperity', the same 
as vrddhL It is thus a mahgalarthaka word. It is with this sfitra containing a mahgal?trthaka 
word udaya that P~. ini must have concluded his work. 
To explain the addit ion of  P.8.4.68 (a a), he says: s 
The sfitra 'a a' (8.4.68), therefore, was added by persons who were surprised that 
P-.anini had assumed in his grammar that a was of the same character as ~ and a3, 
whereas they pronounced it as a samvrta vowel. Pgpini was a native of S~l~tura, near 
Attock in north-western India. His pronunciation must have been different from that 
current in eastern and southern India. K~ty~yana and Patafijali could not have had the 
same habit of pronunciation which P~.nini had in the extreme north-west. They, 
therefore, had no difficulty in accepting as genuine Sgttra 'a a' (8.4.68). 
Chat topadhyaya thus tries to drive home the point  that  P~nini had open 
short a, but  in later times, in eastern and southern India, short a was pro- 
nounced closed (sarhvrta). Hence the rule P.8.4.68 (a a) was invented and 
inserted in the Ast~dhy?ty[in post-P~ninian times. 
4. Before we examine Chat topadhyaya 's  argument, it  may be ment ioned 
that  a similar argument had been given by H. Sk61d to prove that  P.8.4.68 did 
not  belong to the original text  of  the As.t~dhydyL 9 He went to the extreme 
that  he rejected the lat ter  half  of  P.8.4.67. He held that  the As..tddhyYty{ 
ended with the word udayam, and hence the original P.8.4.67 was thought to 
be only nodYttta-svaritodayam, the other part  a-gargya-k~tdyapa-gdlav~n~tm 
being considered to be a later addition, t~ This view is contradicted by Sk61d's 
famous theory of  bh~sye na vy~khyatam: rules which were not  commented 
upon by Patafijali did not  belong to the original Astddhyay[. 11 However, 
K~tygyana and Patafijali have both commented upon P.8.4.68. K. Madhava 
Krishna Sharma has a detailed refutation of  Sk61d's view's. 12 This refutation, 
to some extent,  applies also to Chat topadhyaya 's  arguments. 
5. Chat topadhyaya is apparently satisfied with the fact that P.8.4.67 
contains the word udayam, but, then, the text  of the Astddhy~y{does not  
end with the word udayam. Chat topadhyaya has not gone to the extent  of  
suggesting that  the lat ter  half  of  the rule P.8.4.67, i.e. a-ggrgya-kdgyapa- 
g?llav~n~m, is a later addition. I f  Pg.nini supposedly changed the word-order in 
P . I . I .1  to have the word vrddhi first, why did he not a t tempt  to have the 
word udayam placed at the end of  P.8.4.67? Thus, Chat topadhyaya 's  
8 1bid., pp. 197-8. 
9 H. Sk~51d (1926), pp. 2-8. 
lo 1bid. 
11 Ibid., pp. 22-3. 
1= K. M. K. Sharma (1968), pp. 9-14. 
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argument based on the concept  of  matigal~nta 'auspicious ending' does not  
hold good for P.8.4.67. 
On the other hand, P.8.4.68 (a a) itself could be considered as an auspicious 
ending of  the A.st~dhy~y~ N~ge~abhat.ta, in his Uddyota on P.8.4.68, has 
brought out  the auspicious character of the sound a. ~3 He says that a stands 
for Vis.nu, and P~nini's rule repeats this name of  Visnu twice. He also refers to 
a passage from the Aitareya-ftranyaka, which says that  the sound a is all the 
speech itself, and being manifested through stops and sibilants it  becomes 
manifold. ~4 To this may be added a passage from the Bhagavad-GTt~ where 
Krsna says that  he is the sound a of  all sounds. Is Nandikeivara's commentary 
K~tgik~ on the Siva-sfttras also brings out the auspicious significance of  the 
sound a. 16 Thus P.8.4.68 has a legitimate claim to be the auspicious end of  
the ~.t~dhydy{. 
6. After establishing the legitimate claim of  P.8.4.68 (a a) to  be the auspicious 
end (mahgal~nta) of  P~nini's grammar, we may turn to other arguments of  
Chattopadhyaya.  He says: 17 " A  difference in pronunciat ion in different 
areas is as likely as in matters of  accidence and syntax . . . .  Hence it is quite 
possible that  in P~nini's t ime a was an open vowel in north-western India." 
Apart  from this vague general claim of  possible regional differences in 
pronunciat ion of  Sanskrit, Chat tcpadhyaya has not  adduced substantial 
evidence that  a in north-western India was an open sound in P~nini's time. In 
modern times, except  in Bengal, the short a sound is uniformally a closed 
sound. Chat topadhyaya has noted this fact himself. 18 This also does not 
support  his case. 
P.8.4.68 is not  only commented upon by Patafijali, but  also by K~ty~yana. 
i3 evarh s~tra-k[lre.n[7pi vis. .nu-v~zcakhk[lrasya dvir ucc~ran. ~d dvir vis.nu-smara.na~r~parh 
mahgalam hcaritam, kith ca 'akTlro vai sarvh vhk, sai.sfl spargos, mabhir vya]yamim~ n~n~- 
r[tph bhavati' iti w ak~rasya sarva-w a iK brahmeK ~abda-brahma- 
r~patva-~ravan~c ca mah~-mahgal~rthat~, "Thus by repeating twice the sotmd a which 
denotes Visnu, the author of the s?ttras has performed an auspicious act in the form of 
twice remembering Vis.nu. Moreover, [the utterance of the sound a] has an exceedingly 
auspicious purpose, since the sound a is the primal material of all the sounds on the 
authority of the following Vedie passage: 'The sound a is indeed all the speech; it 
becomes manifold being manifested through stops and sibilants', and also because it is 
learned from the Vedic scriptures such as: 'a is brahman" that [the sound a] is of the 
nature of the ~abda-brahman 'sound as the ultimate reality'." Uddyota onMah~bhTt.sya 
on P.8.4.68, Vol. III., p. 511. 
14 Ref. to fn. 13. The passage akhro vai sarv~ vhk etc. is from Aitareya-ftranyaka 2.3.6. 
1 s ak.sar~n~tm akTzro 'smL Bhagavad-Grttl 10.33. 
16 Nandike~vara's KMikTl with a commentary by Upamanyu, Mah~bh~s.ya, Vol. I., 
Nirnaya Sagara Press edn., ed. by Pan.dita Sivadatta D. Kud~la, Bombay, 1917, 
pp. 333ff. 
17 Chattopadhyaya (1974), p. 198. 
18 1bid., p. 194. 
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K~ty~yana mentions objections against this rule and attempts to find solu- 
tions to these objections. 19 It seems that the rule was held to be an integral 
part of P~nini's grammar long before K~ty~yana. K,~ty~yana's final vSrttika 
on the As.t~ldhy@ftries to justify the form of the rule as it stands, and 
specifically refers to the rule as belonging to Bhagavfin Pffnini. 2~ Some of the 
9 i .  . 
modem scholars like Vldya Niwas Misra characterize this rule as an unimpor- 
tant phonetic observation. 2~ However, Kffty~yana and Patafijali realized its 
functional value in PLr~ini's grammar, and there is no reason to doubt 
K~ty~yana's or Patafijali's interpretation of  the rule. 
7. Patafijali says that an open a is not found either in the Vedas or in the 
common spoken language. 22 Chattopadhyaya characterizes this as "an 
uninformed boast" and remarks: "There is ample evidence about its vivrta 
character in the Vedas. ''23 However, as we shall see, Chattopadhyaya's 
evidence is absolutely inconclusive. He quotes instances of  a and ~ freely 
alternating in the .Rgveda, and thinks that this could not be possible if one 
was closed and the other open 24 [vidv6ha (3 times), vigv6h~ (14 times) and 
vigvahd (15 times)]9 Similarly, for metrical reasons, a is sometimes lengthened 
into ~ 2s [araik (in the Padap~.tha), ~raik (in the Sarhhit~)]. These examples 
cannot prove that a must be open in the .Rgveda. Even i fa  were a closed 
sound, still ti is the nearest vowel to alternate with it. We have alternations 
like sfirya/s~riya, despite the fact t h a t y  and iy do not have the same internal 
effort. 
Chattopadhyaya points out that the Sanskrit diphthongs contain the 
sound a. Then he remarks: 26 "The mutation of  e (= a- i ) in to  ~3i or o f o  
(= a-u) into ~3u was possible because the first element a in these diphthongs 
was of  the same nature as ~3, i.e. viv.rta." Many texts support that diphthongs 
were more open than other vowels.  27 We can agree that the element a in 
these diphthongs was an open sound, though there were phonetic traditions 
which he ld tha t  a in ai and au was sarhvrta-karana-tara "with a more closed 
19 Deshpande (1972), pp. 226,230 and 2339 
20 ekalesa-nirdew v~ svara-bhinn~n~rh bhagavatah, p~mine.h siddham, V~rttika 4 on 
P.8.4.68. 
21 "Nevertheless Sk61d's observation that the last sfitra (VIII.4.68) is extraneous to the 
As..t~dhyffyi seems to be well founded, as this sfttra gives a phonetic observation that is 
not relevant to the analysis." V. N. Misra (1966), p. 20. 
22 naiva loke na ca vede 'kitro vivrto 'sti, Mah~bh~.sya, Vol. I., Sec. I., p. 64. 
23 Chattopadhyaya (1974), pp. 198-99 
:4 Ibid. 
=s Ibid. 
26 Ibid., pp. 1997-200. _ 
27 For instance: Saunakiy~ Catur~dhy~yik~ 0.34) [ek~rauk~rayor vivrtatamam]; 
R. ktantra (_i.3) [ vivrtataram ak~raik~rauk~r~nftm ] . 
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ar t i cu la to r" )  s However, this cannot prove in any logical way that  a as an 
independent sound had to be open. Patafijali accepts components  of  diph- 
thongs to be viv.rtatara 'more open' ,  and ye t  he declares that  a as an indepen- 
dent sound is open neither in the Vedic nor in the spoken language. 29 
Chattopadhyaya 's  arguments seem to be based on analogy and are not  sound. 
This may be compared with the sounds r and r. Some texts considered r as 
being danta-mfilTya 'produced at the root  of  the teeth ' ,  but r and l both  as 
being,]ihv~-m~l~ya 'produced at the root  of the tongue'.a~ Otl~er "texts 
consider both  r and r to be mfirdhanya 'cerebral ' .  31 Yet the rules which give 
relations between r and r are the same. Despite the difference of  opinion on 
the point  of articulation o f r  and .r, all texts agree that n changes to n, if  
preceded by r, .r and s. Thus it would be a mistake to claim that one could 
infer exact  phonetic details from grammatical features o f  written literature. 
Such inferences can never be stronger than the explicit  statements of  ancient 
Indian phoneticians. 
8. Chat topadhyaya discusses the Prdti i~khyas and Siksds to some extent  and 
tries to conclude that these texts generally support his theory of  open (vivrta) 
short a. On this point  there has been great difference o f  opinion from the 
time of  Weber and Whitney. Traditionally, there is a dichotomy between 
different texts on this point.  Texts which are held to stand for closed a and 
open ~ are the A.st~dhy6y{, Wajasaneyi-pr~tii~khya and the S a u n a k ~ d  
Catur~dhy~yik~, while the .Rgveda-pr~tig~khya and the Taittiffya-pr?ttid~khya 
do not  clearly distinguish the quality of  a from that of  ti. Whitney comments:  32 
"But  i t  is very doubtful whether we are to regard the silence of  these two 
treatises upon the point  in question as any evidence that they are of  notably 
earlier date than the others, as Weber seems inclined to do: their peculiarity 
is much more likely to be due to a local or a scholastic difference o f  pronunci- 
2s Taittiriya-pr~tffhkhya (ii.27) [sarhvr. ta-karana-taram ekex~m] . 
29 yad atr~varnarh vivrtatararh tad anyasm~d avarn~t, ye ap~var.novarne vivr. tatare te 
anyfibhyhm ivarnovarn~bhy~rn, "The a-vowel that is in here (i.e. in a diphthong) is 
more open than other a-vowels. Similarly, the/-vowel and the u-vowel that are [in here] 
are more open than other i-vowels and u-vowels." Mah~bhh~a, on the Siva-ss e-o-N, 
Vol. I., See. I., p. 64. See fn. 22 for Patafijali's statement on independent a being always 
a closed sound. 
30 rk~ralk~r~w atha sastha ~.sm~t ~ihv~mfd[yah. prathamaw ca vargah. ~ R. gveda~pr~ttis~tkhya~ 
1.8 "and danta-mfiliy'as"tu tak?tra-varga.h, sak~ra-repha-lakhrfd ca, R.~eda-prfztiw 
1.9-10. 
/ihv~-mfde h-k-r, R ktantra, 2.4 and repho (danta-) mfile v~, Rktantra, 2.8. 
r-.h-kau fihvgz-mfde, VYl/asaneyi-prfttiw i.65 and ro danta-mfile, V~]asaneyi- 
prftti~khya, 1.68. 
~ .r-tu-ra-sgth mfirdhanyft.h, Apiw167 8, Sthfma-prakarana, Sik.s?t-sfttr?mi, p. 2, 
and syur mf~'rdhany ~r-.tu-ra-sh.h, Phniniya-~iks.h, 17, Sik.s~t-sarhgraha, p. 379. 
32 Whitney , Saunakryfz CaturgMhy~yik{~, p. 32. 
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ation, or they may have simply disregarded as of little account, the discord- 
ance of  quality between a and d." In this remark, Whitney has hinted at 
many different possibilities, without coming at a definite conclusion. 33 
Max Walleser has considered these alternatives and he concludes as follows: 
'Mir scheint nun nur die an zweiter Stelle gegebene Erkl~rung ang~'ngig zu 
sein, n~mlich die Annahme, dass der Unterschied in der Aussprache schon 
in der aqtesten Zeit bestanden habe, abet erst nach der Zeit der R.k. und Taitt. 
Pr. bemerkt worden ist, und zwar aus vier Gr f inden : . . . ' ,  Walleser (1927, 
p. 195). I tend to agree with his general conclusion, but, unfortunately, 
his Mer Gr/inde' are not very convincing. He seems to believe that no sound 
changes are heard of  or have been observed within the 'Literaturschicht der 
Pr~tig~khyen', and that the Vedic speech being a dominating 'Kultsprache', 
any organic sound changes were generally unlikely. The arguments adduced 
by him to prove that the Sanskrit short a was a closed sound are based on the 
historical relationschip of  the Sanskrit ~ with Indo-european a, e and o. The 
thrust o f  the argument is that the Sanskrit short a is the Indo-european Schwa, 
which is described by linguists as an 'unbestimmten Vokal' or as an 'unvull- 
kommen gebildeten Vokal' (Ibid., p. 197). For this reason it as if concealed the 
distinctions o f  the Indo-european a, e and o. I am not yet convinced of  the 
historical validity o f  this argument. 
9. Chattopadhyaya says: 34 "The R.k Prdtig~khya uses the terms vivrta and 
sarhvrta about consonants only and not about vowels." This is not quite correct. 
The R.gvedaprdtig&hya says 3s that the glottis could be open (vivr. ta), closed 
(sarhvrta), or in between. If  it is closed (sarhvrta), then ndda 'resonance' is 
produced. If  it is open (vivrta), then gvgtsa 'unintonated breath' is produced. 
If  the glottis is in between, both of  these are produced. The emission of  
ndda 'resonance' is shared by vowels (svara) and voiced (gho.savat) consonants, 
while gvgzsa 'unintonated breath' is shared by unvoiced (aghos.a) consonants. 
Thus, the description of  glottis being closed (sarhv.rta) applies to all the vowels. 
However, this is not  the same as sarhvrta-prayatna 'closure as an internal 
effort' ,  which refers to a minimal gap between the articulator and the point 
of  articulation. The .Rgveda-pr6tis'~khya classifies vowels, sibilants and 
33 The chronology of the Pr~tiggtkhyas is still not settled definitively and that makes it 
hard to decide this question. 
34 Chattopadhyaya (1974), p. 200. 
3~ v~yuh pr~nah kosthyam anupradgmalh kanthasya kite vivrte safnvrte v~/~padyate 
w ngldatgzm vgz vaktr[h[tyglm ubhayarh v~n tarobhau//ta varn~nglrn prakrtayo 
bhavanti w itares. ?trh tu nhda.h/,R, gveda-prgaidhkhyal 13.1-2. The word 
itareshm is explained by Uva.ta with svargz.nfzrh ghos.avat~rh ca 'vowels and voiced 
consonants'. Also see: Taittiriya-pr~tiw 2.8. 
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anusv~ra as being asprs..ta 'wi thout  contact ' ,  stops as being sp.r.sta 'with 
contact '  and semi-vowels as being dub. spu ta  "with  obscured contact.  ''a6 
Thus a and ti are both  aspr..sta 'wi thout  contact '  between the articulator and 
the point  of  articulation. However, this does not  necessarily mean that  there 
could not  have been a difference in the size of  the gap. Despite having a 
small and a big gap, both  could be classified as being 'wi thout  contact ' .  Thus, 
we can never be sure i f  there was any difference or not  in the size of  the gap. 
The concept  of  non,contact  does not  permit  any subclassification, but  the 
concept  of a gap or openness does permit  such a subclassification, av 
10. The Rktantra ,  ascribed to S~kat~yana, shows some terminological 
development. I t  uses the terms sarhvrta and vivrta in the context  of  glottal 
aperture. 3a But it extends the term vivrta to the gap between the articulator 
and the point  of  articulation. It replaces the older not ion of  aspr..s.ta "without  
contact"  with vivr.ta 'open ' .  It says that  all vowels and sibilants are vivrta. 39 It  
also says that  ak~ra, e/aik~ra and o/auk~ra are vivrtatara 'more open' .  4~ This 
is a very strange statement.  Literally it means that  a is more open than & Is it 
possible that the term ak~ra is used in the sense ofavarn, a, or is it  a misreading 
for dkdra? It is hard to answer this question. The stage of  the Rktan t ra  still 
seems to be quite primitive. There is no differentiation in the efforts of  
vowels and sibilants, and openness has only two types: open and more open. 
I t  is possible that  this terminological underdevelopment is responsible for not 
differentiating a from a qualitatively. For  this reason, I cannot accept the 
Rktan tra  statements as indicating definitive identi ty of  the internal efforts of  
a a n d &  
11. The Taitt ir~a-pr~tig#khya extends both sa~nvrta and vivrta from 
glottal aperture 41 to internal efforts. It distinguishes the effort  of  vowels 
from that  of  all the other consonants. It describes all vowels as having 
36 tad-viw kara.narh spr.s.tam asthitarh, du.hspm.tarh tu prhgghak~r~c catur.n~m. 
svar~musv~ros, ma.n~m asp.rs..tarh sthitam, .Rgveda-pr~ttiw 13.3. 
37 The aspr.s.ta 'non-contact' classification of vowels is probably the older classification, 
and it is gradually seen being replaced by the more advanced categories such as vivrta 
'open', vivr. tatara 'more open', viv.rtatama "most open" and sarhv.rta 'dosed'. 
This is my personal judgement. However, in the available recorded documents, the 
term vivr. ta 'open' appears first. What is not clear is whether it stands for glottal 
openness or for openness as an internal effort. For details, cf. Madhav Deshpande, 
'New Material on the Kautsa-vy~karana', appearing in the Journal o f  the Oriental 
Institute, Baroda, (19757). 
a8 sarhv.rto gho.sav~n, viv.rto' gho.sah. , R. ktantra, 1.3. 
39 vivrtarh svaro.srnan~m, R ktantra, 1.3. 
4o viv.rtataram ak[traik~raukTtr~.n~tm, R. ktantra, 1.3. 
4x sa/nvrte ka.n.the n?zda.h kriyate, viv.rte w , Taittir[ya-prMiw ii.4-5. 
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upasarhh~ra ' approximat ion '  between the point  of  articulation and the 
articulator, while all other consonants have spar~ana ' contact ' .  ~ It says that  
the middle of  the articulator is vivr. ta ' open '  !n the case of  sibilants, while the 
rest of  the articulator is still with spargana 'contact'.~3 This is what dis- 
tinguishes sibilants from the other consonants.  I t  states that according to 
some phoneticians a in ai and au is sarhvrta-karana-tara 'with a more closed 
articulator'.44 This Could mean that the normal a was sarhvrta, despite 
Whitney's remarks to the contrary.  4s Chat topadhyaya considers this rule (ii.27) 
to be an interpolation,  because the word sa~nvrta-karana-tara is used without 
ever defining or using elsewhere the term sathvrta. 4~ This is a very weak 
argument. This text  has used many terms without  defining them, and i t  would 
be catastrophic to consider all such rules as interpolations.  Pffnini has also 
used many technical terms without defining them; such terms are ascribed 
to purvacaryas  'previous teachers'  by the commentators ,  implying that they 
were well established before P~nini wrote his grammar. The rule (iLl 2) of  the 
Tai t t# fya-pr~t ig~khya l i t terally says that in the case of  a-vowels (avarna), lips 
and jaws are neither too closed, nor too much apart. 47 Chat topadhyaya 
quotes Whitney on this rule to show that  this rule does not  indicate a as a 
closed sound. 48 However, contrary to Whitney's comments,  all the three 
available commentaries on the Tait t i t fya-pr~t ig~khya interpret  the rule to 
mean that  a is no t ' t oo  closed', and ~ and ~3 are not  ' too open' .  49 This indicates 
that  there is a possibility of  a being closed and ~ being open, despite the 
42 svarhnhrh yatropasarhhhras tat sthhnarn, Taitn'riya-pr~ti~khya, ii.31 and anye.s~rh tu 
yatra spar~anarh tat sth[mam ibid., ii.33. 
43 kara.na-rnadhyafn tu vivrtam Taittir[y_a-pr?lti~[lkhya, ii.45. 
,4 sathvrta-kara.na-taram ekes~m Taittiriya-pr~ti~khya, ii.27. The previous rule (ii.26) 
says that there is a half-mora quantity of a in the beginning of ai and an; The rule (ii.27) 
says that this half mora of a is a~nore closed' sound according to some. The natural 
interpretation of this would be that for others this a was not 'more closed'. The real 
question is whether it was 'open' or 'closed'. The comparative degree in the expression 
sarhv.rta-kara.na-tara can be better justified if normal a were a 'closed' sound, contrasting 
with this 'more closed' occurrence. 
,s Whitney on the Taittinya-pr~tig~tkhya, ii.27, p. 65. 
46 Chattopadhyaya (1974), p. 201. 
47 avaoe n~ty-upasa~thrtam o.~ha-hanu n~ti-vyastarn, Tai ttir[ya-pr~tig~khya, ii. 12. "In 
forming the a-vowels, the lips and jaws must not be too nearly approximated, nor too 
widely separated." Whitney's translation, Taittir?ya.prTzti~khya, p. 55. 
48 Chattopadhyaya (1974), pp. 201-2. 
49 aka_re n~ty-upasarhhrtam {tk~re ca plute ca n~tivyastam/, Tribh~syaratna on the 
Taittiriya-prgtti~khya, ii.12, p. 55. 
ak~re n[lty-upasathhrta.h, ?zk~re ca plutd ca n~tivyastah, M~lis.eya's Padakramasadanab- 
h~t.sya on the T aittir[ya-pr~tis'~hya,[Madras edn.], p. 19, hrasve avam. e upa~lesa- 
bhftyastvarh, dirgha-plutayos tu vi~le.sa-bhfiyastvam iti. ata eva " ak[zravad o.s.thau " (ii.21) 
iti atidek.syati, na tv avar.navad iti  giks~y[zrh ca smaryate - "'vivrtam fts. rnan~rh svar~n~zrh 
ca, sarhvrtam akTtrasya" iti, Vaidik~bharana on the Taittir[ya.pr[ztig~khya [Mysore edn.], 
p. 73. The commentary Vaidik~bharana has brought out an important piece of evidence 
to show that this text does differentiate a and h qualitatively. The rule (ii.21) says that 
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explicit statement that they both have approximation (upasarhh~ra) between 
the point of articulation and the articulator. There can be different degrees 
of approximation. 49 a 
12. The Saunak{y~t Catur~dhy~tyik~t most clearly says that a is sathvrta 
'closed', while ~ is the most open (vivrta) of all sounds, s~ Chattopadhyaya has 
accepted this fact. s~ This text is identical with the Vy~karana ascribed to 
Kautsa. s2 Patafijali has quoted this text in his Mah~bh~ya s3 Patafijali's 
Mah~bh~.ya refers to Kautsa as a student of P~nini. s4 If this Kautsa is the 
same as the author of the Saunak[y~ Catur~dhy~ik~ or Kautsa-vy~karana, 
then this concept of a being sarhvrta 'closed' can be traced to P~nini's own 
disciple. However, this needs more historical research. Anyway, the text 
clearly distinguishes a from ~. I have checked the manuscripts of this text in 
the Bhandarkar Oriental Research Institute, Poona, and the Vaidika 
Sarrigodhana Man.dala, Poona, and the rules in question are found in all the 
manuscripts. 
13. The V~jasaneyi-pr~tigdkhya (I.72) [savarnavac ca] is normally inter- 
preted to mean that a is closed, and yet is to be treated like a savarna "homo- 
geneous sound" with respect to ~ which is open. This is Uvata's explanation 
and has been accepted by Weber and Whitney. ss Chattopadhyaya says: s6 
"Whitney's reference(s) to the close character of a according to s~tra 1.72 is 
when no special directions are given, the lips are in a position similar to the production 
of the short a, i.e. ak~ra. The commentary says that this rule differentiates the position 
of the lips in producing a from the position in producing ~ and ~3. Thus the rule 
specifically refers to a short a, and not to a-varna, i.e. a-vowels, which include i/and ~3. 
49a The notion of upasarhhrtatara 'more approximated' is seen in the rules Taittir~ya- 
prhtii~khya ii.14, 16 and 18. Similar gradations are seen in ii.15 and 27. These are 
different gradations in 'non-contact'., 
so tato'py ~k~rasya, sarhvrto 'k~ra.h, Saunak[y~ Catur~dhy~yikTt, i.35-6. 
sl Chattopadhyaya (1974),p.202. 
s2 Katre S. L. (1938). I have myself compared the two manuscripts of the Kautsa- 
vyhkarana in the Vaidika Sarfigodhana Ma.n.dala, Poona, with the manuscripts of the 
SaunakTy~ Catur~tdhy~yik~ in this collection as well as in the collection at the Bhandarkar 
Oriental Research Institute, Poona. These two texts are virtually identical. 
s3 Mahhbhhsya on P.I.I.10, Vol. I., Sec. I., p. 160. 
s4 upasedivhn kautsa.h piminim, Mah~bh~.sya on P.3.2.108, Vol. II., p. 172. 
53 atr~k~rasya rnflttikasya sarhvrt~sya-prayatnasya itarayo~ ca vivrt~sya-prayatnayor 
dvi m~trika-tri m[ltrikayoh saha s?lvarnyarh tulyarh na sambhavatiti tadartham idarn 
~rabhyate/savarnavac ca l~ryam bhavati s_avarna-d{rghatvam bhavatfty arthah. /, Uvata on 
the V~jasaneyi-prhtighkhya, i.72, p.29. dir_ghaplutayor avarnor viv.rtatvam/sarhvr.tarh 
hrasvasyeti bhinna-prayatnatvena dirgh~dinZtth s?tvarny~bh~vhd vacanena s~varnyam 
abhihitam/, Anantabhatta's Bh~s.ya on the V~/asaneyi-prhti~k_hya, i.72, p. 29. Also see: 
Whitney on the SaunakTy~ Caturhdhyfzyik~t, i.36, pp. 31-2; Va/asaneyi-pr~tig~khya, ed. 
and tr. by Albrecht Weber, Indische Studien, Band 4, Berlin, 1958. pp. 118-9. 
56 Chattopadhyaya (1974), p. 201. 
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wrong .... Uvat.a's reference to the sa;nvrta character o f  a and the vivrta 
character of  other vowels is against the text and has been imported from the 
Vdrttika and the Mahdbhgsya." Having thus discarded the older interpretation, 
Chattopadhyaya proposes a new interpretation for the rule 1.72. He says: s7 
"S~tras 1.65 to 71 all speak about the sthdna of  vowels and consonants. 
'Savarnavac ca' must mean in this context, that savarna vowels, such as a, d, a-3, 
i, ~/-3, u, ~, ~3, have the same sthdna of  utterance." It must be pointed out 
that this interpretation is not correct. In the system of  the Vd/asaneyi- 
pr~tis'~khya we do not need a rule to that effect. The rule 1.63 [hrasva- 
grahane dirgha-plutau prat{ydt] says that when in the following rules a short 
vowel is mentioned, it also stands for long and extra-long varieties. The rule 
of  1.64 [prathama-grahane vargam] says that in the following rules the first 
of  the stop-series stands for the series. Thus a rule like 1.66 [icagey~s t6lau] 
literally says: "the sounds i, e, g, e a n d y  are produced in the palate." By the 
rule 1.63, i stands for/-and 7"3 also. Similarly, by 1.64, e stands for c-varga. 
Thus 1.72 need not say what Chattopadhyaya makes it say. Actually, Uvata's 
explanation is quite sound. The sound a continues from 1.71 [ahavisarfan/-y~h 
kanthe] into 1.72 [savar.navac ca]. By 1.63, a also stands for d and ~3. Thus 
the rule naturally means: "The sounds a, ~ and d3 are also savarnavat ' treated 
like savarna'." This is a legitimate interpretation and implies that these 
sounds are not savarnas by the regular definition of  1.43 [samffna-sthdna- 
karan?tsya-prayatnah savarnah], which requires sounds to have the same 
point of  articulation, the articulator and the internal effort. By 1.71, a, d and 
d3 have kantha ' throat '  as their point of  articulation. The rule 1.84 [kanthy~ 
madhyena] says that throatal sounds have hanu-madhya 'middle of  the jaws' 
as their articulator. Thus the only possible difference between a and ~ is that 
of  ~sya-prayatna 'internal effort ' .  Thus Uvata's explanation of  the rule 
seems to be quite natural. 
14. Chattopadhyaya quotes the versified P~nin{ya-giks.6 to support his thesis 
of  open a. s8 The verse 21 says that vowels and sibilants are vivrta 'open' ,  e 
and o are more open, and ai and au are most open :9 However, he ignores the 
verse 20ab: sarhvrtam m6trikarh fheyam, vivrtarh tu dvi-mdm'kam. This line is 
found only in the .Rgveda version of  the P~nin{ya-giks6, and has not been 
explained by any of  the commentaries. 6~ However, Chattopadhyaya quotes 
57 Ibid. 
ss Ibid., p. 202. 
s9 svarh.n~m f~smanhrh caiva viv.rtarh kara.nath smrtam, P~nintya-~iks~, 2lab, Siks.h. 
sarhgraha, p 380. 
60 Manmohan Ghosh (1938), p. 41. He translates this line as: "A sarhvrta (close) sound 
is one rnhtr~ long, and a vivrta (open) sound is two mgtr~s long." Ibid., p. 64. This is a 
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this line and y e t  does not  seem to realize its significance.6X It can only refer 
to a closed a which is of  one mora, and to an open ~7 which has two moras. 
The Siks~-srttras ascribed to Apigali explicit ly refer to closed a. 62 The long 
and the short versions of  the P~nin{ya-giks~-s~tras also refer to closed a. 6a 
Chat topadhyaya quotes the ~ndra-varna-satras to show that there is no 
closed a. 64 This is a misrepresentation of  these sfttras. Candragomin clearly 
refers to sarhvrtatva 'closedness' as an internal effort,  ss Chat topadhyaya 
himself quotes this rule.66 However, the edit ion of  these sgttras used by 
Chat topadhyaya does not  have a rule for stating that  a is a closed sound. He 
uses the edition by K. C. Chatterji [an appendix to his two-volume edition of  
the C~ndra-vy~karana, Deccan College, Poona, 1953, 1961].  It would be 
strange to have sarhvrta on the list of  internal efforts, and not  have any sound 
possessing it. I have checked three other editions of  these sfttras, and all o f  
them have the rule sa/nv.rtatvam ak~rasya "the internal effort  of  a is sarhvrtatva 
'closedness'.  ''67 Many other SiksOs and grammatical traditions accept a as a 
closed sound. 68 
1 5. The notion of  an open a gained prominence among some of  the Jaina 
grammarians. Among them, S~kat~yana alone speaks of a being a closed 
sound 69 Hemacandra holds that a is an open sound, and says that  others, i.e. 
the P~n. ini'yas, consider it to be a closed sound. 7~ Hemacandra's main source 
is the Siksa of  ,~pis'ali, and it is not  clear why he differed from ,~pigali on this 
point.  In the rules of  the Jainendra-vy~kara.na there is no indicat ion of  a 
very neutral translation and does not clarify anything. If the terms sa~nv.rta and vivrta 
were to refer to glottal aperture, then this distinction of short and long cannot apply to 
this classification. This line has to refer to a closed a and and an open 8. 
61 Chattopadhyaya (1974), p. 202. 
62 sarhvrto'k~ra.h, Api~ali-~iks~-sf~tra 11, anta.h-prayatna-prakara.nam, Siks~-s~tr?z.ni, p. 4. 
63 sarhvrtas tv ak~ra.hp Vrddha-p~.tha of the P~nin~ya.~iks~-sf~tras, s~tra 12 in the anta.h- 
prayatna-prakarana, Siks~-s~tr~ni, p. 12. The same s~tra is found in the Laghu-p~.tha of 
the PSn. inTya.w Ibid., p. 21. 
64 Chattopadhyaya (1974), pp. 202-3. 
6s tatr~bhyantara.h; sarhv.rtatvarh vivr. tatvarh spr.s.tatvam f sat-spr..s.tatvarh ca, C~ndra- 
varna-s[ttr~.ni, Sik.~s~tr~ni, p. 25. 
66 Chattopadhyaya (1974), p. 202. 
67 Candragomin's Var.na-s[ttras, an appendix to the C~ndravy~kara.na, ed by Bechardas 
J. Doshi, R~jasth~na Pur~tana Grantha-m~l~, No. 39, 1967, p. 81. 
C~ndra-var.nas[ttras, Siks. h~tr~ni, p. 25. 
C~ndravarn. as~tras, appendix to the P~niniyaw Manmohan Ghosh (1938), p. 45. 
6s ak~ral.~ sarhv.rto ]~eya itare vivrt~.h, svar~.h, Y~]f~avalkya-~i.k~a 20_9ab, Sik.s~-sarhgraha, 
p. 32; ak~rah sa~v.rto ]heyo viv.rthY cetare svar~.h, Varna-ratna-pradipik~-~ik.s~t of 
Amare~a, 40ab, Sik.sfi-sarhgraha, p. 120. sathvrtatvarn ak~rasya, Sarvasamrnata-~ik.~, 
181a, Mss No: 383, 1883-784,_Bhandarkar Oriental Research Institute, Poona. 
sarhv.rtarh cety ak~rasya, SaHiriya-w the Journal o f  Vedic Studies, VoL 2., No. 2., 
August 1935, p. 3. 
6~ sa~nvrtatvam ak~rasyeti, Amoghav.rtti on the S~kat~yana-vy~kara.na, 1.1.6, p. 3. 
~o akhra.h sarhvrta ity anye, Br.had-vr. tti on Hema-w167 1.1.17, p. 4. 
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being an open sound. But Abhayanandin,  the author of  the Mah~vrtti,  holds 
that a is an open sound, and criticizes P~nini for holding that  a was open only 
9 in grammar, while it  was a closed sound in the real usage. 71 Malayagiri also 
accepts a as an open sound. 72 None of  the other grammars accept this view. 
1 6. Chat topadhyaya believes that the closed a came to be used in Sanskrit 
in post-P~.ninian times. He says: 73 "In view of  these facts, it  appears very 
likely that in P~nini's bh~s~ a differed from ~ only in m~Ttn7 and was fully its 
savarna and that  a became a sa&vrta vowel later or in the eastern and southern 
parts o f  the country under the influence of  Primitive Dravidian unaffected by 
Sanskrit scholasticism." He considers that  the cerebral sounds in Sanskrit 
show influence of  Dravidian on ancient Sanskrit. There is little disagreement 
on this point.  But nobody has ever claimed that  the closed a in Sanskrit is 
due to Dravidian influence. As a new suggestion of  Chat topadhyaya this is 
certainly worth exploring. However, this argument cannot be used to prove 
that a in P~nini's time was open and it became closed later due to the 
Dravidian influence. The cerebral sounds and/ ,  which are ascribed to 
Dravidian influence, appear already in the .Rgveda, the oldest compositions in 
Indo-Aryan. If  we want to ascribe closed a to Dravidian sources, there is no 
reason why it should not  be coeval with cerebral sounds. By this line of  
argument, we may have to push back the appegrance of  closed a to Rgvedic 
times. This certainly goes against Chattopadhyaya 's  thesis. 
17. In conclusion, we may say that there is no evidence to show that  the 
traditional interpretat ion of  P~tini's system concerning phonetics of  a is 
wrong. On the other hand, there is overwhelming evidence to the contrary.  
Chattopadhyaya thinks that  a was originally an open sound, which later 
became a closed sound. The evidence discussed above shows that  it  is more 
probable that a has been a closed sound from early times, and that it  became 
an open sound only in a province like Bengal, and in some of  the Jaina 
71 vivrta-karangLh svar~h . . . .  anye sarhvrtam ak~ram iechanti loke. kgtstra-vyavahgtre tu 
vivrtam etac c~yuktam, loka.~Zlstrayor ucc~ranam praty aviw Jainendra-mahh-vrtti 
[on the Jainendra-vy6kara.na, 1.1.2], p. 2. 
72 Malayagiri's Sabdgmughsana, with the autocommentary, p. 5. 
73 Chattopadhyaya (1974), p. 204. Contrast Chattopadhyaya's overall assessment with 
the following remark of Jules Bloch: "For example, even the grammarians have noted 
that a was more closed than ~ and this is confirmed in several ways, particularly by the 
oppositions of timbre, which nowadays replace the ancient oppositions of quality, e.g. 
Bengali ~, o opposed to a (written ~), European Romany e opposed to a." Indo-Aryan, 
from the Vedas to Modem Times, [tr. from the original French by Alfred Master], Paris, 
1956, p. 34. If actually the closed a is due to Dravidian influence, it can be pushed back 
to the shift from Indo-Iranian to Indo-Aryan. The existence of Brahui and Elamite in the 
Iranian regions and other similar facts may lead us to believe that the migrating Aryans 
might have come into contact with Dravidians even before they entered India proper. 
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traditions. We must be thankful to Chat topadhyaya for his novel suggestion 
that  this dosed  a may be due to Dravidian influence on old Sanskrit. This 
certainly needs further exploration in the ancient linguistic history of  
Sanskrit, Iranian and Dravidian, and must be accepted at this stage only as a 
hypothesis. 
Univ. o f  Michigan, Ann Arbor 
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